The paper is devoted to the problem of learning decision policies in multi-agent games. This problem is a simple, but appealing computational model of several important real-world problems in such domains as parallel computing, optimization, and control on one hand, and economy, social, and political sciences on the other hand. We describe a general framework for studying games of intelligent agents, extending the basic model of games with limited interactions, and its speci c realization based on learning classi er systems. Simulation results are presented that illustrate the convergence properties of the resulting system. Avenues for future work in this area are outlined.
Introduction
The purpose of this work was to develop a conceptual and implementational framework for studying games of multiple intelligent agents. By a \game" we mean a discrete-time process involving a number of players. At each time step, called game episode, the players observe the current state (situation) of the game, generate some actions, selected according to their current decision policies, and receive rewards, also called payo s or reinforcements, from a game environment. A reward for each agent is allowed to depend deterministically or stochastically on its actions, as well as on the actions performed by several other agents, called its neighbors. The states of a game may be de ned somehow in terms of past actions executed by the agents participating in that game or include some other speci c information. Such a kind of games is an extension of so called games with limited interactions 4, 5, 8] and can serve as a simple computational model of several important real-world problems, especially in such domains as parallel computing, control, and optimization on one hand, and economy, social, and political sciences on the other hand.
It is assumed that playing agents are \in-telligent", i.e., they attempt to maximize some measure of the rewards they receive. It means that they belong to the class of reinforcement learning (RL) systems 6, 9]. Such systems modify incrementally their decision policies based on the observed sequences of states, actions, and rewards. This research is intended to investigate the performance of such algorithms in multi-agent environments. Our motivation was to develop a framework for studying the problems of distributed control and decision-making in arti cial multi-agent systems.
In the remainder of this paper we present the basic concepts of the LAG framework (Learning Agent Games) developed for the simulation of games of reinforcement learning agents and its speci c instantiation called CSLAG, using classi er systems (CS) 3, 1] as agent learning algorithms, preliminary simulation results illustrating the convergence properties of CSLAG in a simple game environment, and outline directions for further research.
LAG Framework

Games
There is a xed set P of N players participating in a game, referred to by their numbers 0; : : :; N ? 1. The set of allowed actions of player p is designated as A p . At each time step of a game players observe states, execute actions, receive rewards, and observe successor states. Afterwards, they can update their decision policies on the basis of this experience.
Traditionally it is assumed that during each game episode all agents select their actions autonomously, according to their decision policies. We call games of this property unrestricted games. The LAG framework introduces an extension to this basic model, making it possible to study another, novel class of restricted games. In a restricted game at each step there is a subset of agents, called the set of active agents, which are allowed to select their actions autonomously. Agents that are not active are forced to execute again their previous actions (from the previous game episode). The set of active players may be di erent at each step. Both active and inactive agents can learn. This extension is intended to enhance the possibilities of modeling real-world problems on one hand, and to improve the convergence properties of the resulting multi-agent system on the other hand.
State Representation
The state observed by a player at each step is in general a set of actions performed by some players at a number of recent time steps. The state representation for player p is controlled by the following two parameters:
observation horizon m p , determining the number of past episodes from which actions are observed by player p, observation set D p , containing the players whose actions are observed by player p. The state vector for player p is created by concatenating actions performed by the players from its observation set D p at m p past time steps. It is possible to de ne observation horizons and sets for each player independently. Furthermore, the observation set of a player does not have to be identical to the set of its neighbors (although it is often a reasonable choice).
Players
Players are intelligent reactive agents implemented using some reinforcement learning algorithm. An algorithm used for this purpose is required to provide the following op- providing player p with a reinforcement value for the recently performed action (r is the immediate reward and x 0 is the successor state after performing the action). The exact interpretation of each function depends on an RL algorithm used. In particular, if an algorithm for maximizing delayed rewards 9] is used, the evaluation function should evaluate states with respect not to immediate payo s received in that state, but to long-term payo s received starting from that state and then following the current policy.
Rewards
In general, a player's reward depends upon actions performed by itself and several other players, called its neighbors. A game environment is speci ed by a graph of dependencies and reward functions for each player.
Rewards (given by the reward function) can be transferred to players directly or shared by groups of players, according to the idea of exchange processes in games 5]. LAG supports three basic reward sharing schemes (i.e., three types of exchange processes):
1. no sharing | each player receives rewards according to his reward function, 2. global sharing | all rewards are summed and divided equally among all players, 3. local sharing | rewards are shared by neighbors in the game. The last scheme, corresponding to local cooperation, is described by the following rule:
where for any player p, r p and r p designate the rewards it receives without and with sharing, and N p is the number of its neighbors, respectively.
Game Episodes
Each game consists of a number of episodes. One episode is played at one simulation time step. The basic scenario of a game episode is presented below. 
Instantiating LAG
To instantiate the generic LAG framework, one needs to select reinforcement learning algorithms used for the implementation of playing agents and an algorithm for determining the set of active agents in restricted games. The former may be an arbitrary RL algorithm providing the required functionality described in Section 2.3. In particular, it is possible to adopt for this purpose such well known algorithms as AHC 6], Q-learning 9], or classi er systems 3, 1]. One possible approach to selecting active agents in restricted games, when a xed number of players (less than the total number of players) are active at each step, is to use the values of their state evaluation functions as a selection basis. The most straightforward implementation of this idea is to perform the selection stochastically with players highly evaluating their current states having larger selection probabilities. A standard probabilistic selection mechanism may applied, based on a Boltzmann distribution. According to this mechanism, the selection probability of player p is equal
This algorithm selects active agents nearly at random when its temperature parameter T > 0 is high, and gives more and more preferences to players with the highest values of the state evaluation function when it decreases.
CS-Based Agents
CSLAG is an instantiation of LAG where each agent is a classi er system. Classi er systems 3, 1] constitute the most popular approach to genetics-based machine learning. A learning classi er system maintains a population of decision rules, called classi ers, evaluated by using them to generate actions and observing received rewards, and modi ed by periodically applying a genetic algorithm (GA). In the development of CSLAG we employed simple stimulus-response classi er systems, much like presented in Goldberg's book 3].
Classi er Representation
A classi er is a condition-action pair, with the interpretation of the following decision rule: if the current observed state matches the condition, then execute the action. Thus, the action part of a classi er is an element of the set A p of allowed actions of the corresponding agent p. The condition part of a classi er is a vector of length equal to the length of the state vector of the correspond- With each classi er a real-valued strength is associated, representing its estimated quality (in terms of the expected rewards obtained by using the given classi er to generate an action in a state matching its condition).
State Evaluation and Action Selection
Conventional CS do not maintain and use a state evaluation function. Thus, to satisfy the above-speci ed requirements for LAG agents, we introduced a rather straightforward extension and computed the evaluation of a state as the average of the strengths of all classi ers matching that state. If partial matching were adopted, this could be simply a weighted average. Action selection in a state is carried out by selecting one classi er from the set of classi ers matching the state. This selection is implemented as a competition (auction), where the winner is the classi er with the highest strength with an addition of some small random noise. The exact algorithm is the noisy bidding scheme adopted from 3], choosing the classi er c which maximizes the e ective bid c b s(c) (eb 1 + eb 2 spec(c)) + N( ), where c b , eb 1 , and eb 2 are bidding coe cients, s(c) and spec(c) designate the strength and speci city (the fraction of non-don't-care condition elements) of classi er c, and N( ) is normal random noise with mean 0 and standard deviation .
Credit Assignment
The problem of credit assignment in reinforcement learning 6] is the problem of properly assigning credit or blame for the outcomes of a learning system to each of its decisions and then to modify correspondingly its knowledge. In the context of CS, it may be viewed as the problem of modifying appropriately classi er strengths on the basis of observed experiences (states, actions, and rewards).
A widely used credit assignment algorithm for CS is known as the bucket brigade 3, 1]. For CSLAG a slightly modi ed and extended version of Wilson's implicit bucket brigade 10] was incorporated, but for the sake of simplicity it was not used in the preliminary experiments presented below and therefore it will not be discussed. The actually used simpli ed credit assignment algorithm consists in subtracting the bid c b s(c) (b 1 + b 2 spec(c)) of the winning classi er c from its strength, and then dividing equally the reward received after executing an action, multiplied by a learning rate parameter c r , among all classi ers matching the state in which it was performed and supporting the same action.
Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm used in CSLAG is actually the standard genetic algorithm, described, e.g., in 3], relying on three basic genetic operators: selection, crossover, and mutation. The tness function for selection is obtained by scaling proportionally classi er strengths so that they all fall into some prede ned interval f min ; f max ]. Crossover is applied only to the condition parts of classi ers. Mutation consists in altering with small probability randomly selected condition elements or actions. Additionally, a simple generalization operator is introduced, activated whenever there is no classi er matching the current state. The most similar classi er is then selected and generalized by replacing its non-complying condition elements by don't-care symbols.
The genetic algorithm is invoked periodically and each time it replaces some classi ers with new ones. The fraction of the population exchanged in a new generation is called the generation gap. Old classi ers to be replaced are selected using a crowding mechanism 3]: a new classi er replaces the most similar one of cf randomly selected classi ers with below-average strength, where cf is a crowding factor.
Simulation Results
This section presents preliminary empirical results obtained by applying a CSLAG system with binary actions (A p = f0; 1g for all p) in a simple game environment.
Game Environment
The simulation used a simple ring-game environment with 8 agents, where each agent p = 0; 1; : : :7 has two neighbors, p 1 and p 1, where and designate subtraction and addition modulo 8, respectively. The reward function is described by Table 2 . No reward sharing scheme was applied. 
Experimental Design and Results
All agents were active at each time step (the traditional unrestricted case). The observation set for agent p consisted of agents p 1, p 1, and p. The observation horizon was equal 1 for each agent, i.e., it was allowed to observe the actions executed by itself and its two neighbors at the previous step. CS and GA parameters were identical for all agents and are summarized in Table 1 . The initial populations for each agent were generated uniformly at random. Two experimental studies were carried out. In Study 1 no reward exchange process was applied, while Study 2 used local cooperation (reward sharing among neighbors), as described in Section 2.4. In both the studies two experiments were performed: one using the genetic algorithm invoked every 100 steps and the other without applying the genetic algorithm. Each experiment consisted of 10 runs, di ering only in the initial seed of the random number generator. The experiments continued for 2500 steps, the number selected so as to allow all or almost all runs to converge to steady states. The obtained results, averaged over 10 runs, are presented in Figures 1 and 2 .
We can observe that in Study 1 convergence to the Nash point 0 dominated, both in the experiments with and without GA. However, while without using GA this point occurred about 40% of the time on the average, applying GA made its average occurrence frequency equal nearly 0:9. If the agents behaved randomly, the expected occurrence frequency of this equilibrium would be obviously 1 256 . In Study 2 the local reward exchange process resulted in dominating convergence to the global maximumpayo point.
Conclusions
LAG is a simple and general framework for studying games of learning agents. It introduces two major extensions to the basic model of games with limited interactions studied by 8]:
playing agents may be implemented as arbitrary associative reinforcement learning algorithms, i.e., learning an optimal state-action mapping, a novel class of restricted games (with a limited number of active agents at each step) may be studied. CSLAG is one of many possible instantiations of LAG. Other possibilities include using several known reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g., AHC 6] and Q-learning 9], based on the methods of temporal di erences 7, 2]. Such algorithms, similarly as CS with the bucket brigade, are capable of optimizing not only immediate, but also delayed rewards. Investigating these possibilities by applying LAG to games with delayed payo s is an interesting direction for further work. It also is important to empirically evaluate the e ects of the extensions introduced by LAG to the basic model of games with limited interactions, i.e., to study the in uence of the state information observed by agents on their performance and the behavior of agents in restricted games.
We believe that the model presented in the paper can be a useful metaphor of a distributed decision-making system. We are planning to apply it to solving the problems of mapping, scheduling, and communication in parallel and distributed systems.
